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Ginna Gonzalez
I would like to acknowledge Ginna Gonzalez’s hard work by
nominating her for Employee of the Month. Ginna has been a compassionate and consistent source of support to the individuals she serves.
She also recently began working with a second individual in the Community Habilitation department and has proven to be a valued employee with her ongoing commitment. Ginna has displayed strengths in specific Core Competencies, as detailed below.
Competency Area G: Creating Meaningful Communication
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Ginna shows great empathy for each individual. She takes into consideration that, on some days, Mentions
the individual may be in a heightened state of pain and this can impact her mood and willingness
to work on goals. Some days she can be motivated to go out , while on other days she may be
very sad and/or in physical pain. Ginna is flexible and creative- she can inspire a change in mood
with a new activity they can do indoors, on days that she can’t or doesn’t want to go out. She also
validates this individuals’ emotions; she cares to listen, and she puts into action discussions and/or
activities to try and help with what she is going through. Ginna’s innate patience and kindness are
forefront in her abilities to communicate effectively with the individuals she serves and collaboraSpecial
tively with their families and other providers.
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Competency Area I: Exhibiting Professional Behavior
Ginna exhibits very high tones of professionalism in the way she speaks and interacts with everyone. She focuses on positive, rather than negative, and she approaches issues in a solutionoriented manner. Ginna is punctual, reliable and flexible. She adapts to changes with enthusiasm
and creativity. She actively complies with all agency regulations and policies and works collaboratively with her supervisor.
Competency Area J: Showing Respect for Diversity and Inclusion
Competency Area S: Supporting Safety
Competency Area V: Supporting Active Participation in the Community
Ginna demonstrates simultaneous strengths in the above three core competencies- specifically
because the most important goal for the individuals she serves, is to be out in their communities.
As One of the individuals that she works with uses a wheelchair to ambulate, and she has explained that since having Ginna work with her, she feels “safe” and feels that Ginna “supports
[me] to go where [I] want to go and is someone [I] can confide in who does not judge [me].” Regardless of physical limitation- Ginna makes sure that social and recreational opportunities are
available to this individual. She assists to physically transfer her safely, responsibly, and without
hesitation. Ginna assists with personal care tasks,respectfully, always regarding her privacy and
safety first. Some of the things they do together may seem mundane; however, because of her
impaired health, she is home often and these social and recreational outings are cherished and
really looked forward to. Going to see a new movie, or getting a manicure, or going to the outlets
shopping- these are all made possible with the 1:1 attention and care of Ginna.
I feel that Ginna should be acknowledged as EOM. She has made such a positive impact with her
work so far and, as she continues to grow with CFS and take on more hours, I anticipate that she
will continue to show her varied skill set and impact others as well.
Danielle Powers, Com Hab Supervisor
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